Sequence-specific resonance assignments are a prerequisite for structural and dynamical interpretation of protein NMR spectra. Early assignment strategies have relied upon through-bond correlations in homonuclear COSY and TOCSY spectra to identify resonances associated with particular spin systems, and on NOESY spectra to sequentially connect these spin systems (Wagner and Wfithrich, 1982; Wiithrich, 1986) . In larger proteins, however, extensive resonance overlap and decreased sensitivity of experiments utilizing I H-IH scalar couplings have hindered this approach.
tH-13C-15N triple resonance experiments provide a conformation-independent approach for the assignment of backbone resonances in t3C-15N-labeled large proteins Montelione and Wagner, 1990) . In addition, these experiments allow measurement of coupling constants in proteins with large line widths (Montelione and Wagner, 1989; Schmieder et al., 1991; Wagner et al., 1991; Grzesiek et al., 1992) . Recently we introduced a new triple resonance sequence called the HN(CA)HA which correlates I HN, 15N and I H'~ resonances within a residue via one-bond couplings, as well as correlating ~H TM and JSN resonances of one residue with the JH '~ resonance of the preceding residue (Clubb et al., 1992) . The latter correlation makes use of the small two-bond coupling constant between Ni and Cai.i of ca. 7 Hz. The HN(CA)HA was shown to possess higher sensitivity to previous triple resonance sequences that provided similar correlations Kay et al., 1991) . In this communication we present a new triple resonance pulse scheme that correlates amide I HN and I SN nuclei exclusively with the H Q proton of the preceding residue. Only one-bond couplings are used. We call this sequence the HN(COCA)HA. It helps to distinguish intraresidue from sequential cross peaks in the HN(CA)-HA experiment and facilitates resonance assignments.
The 3D HN(COCA)HA pulse scheme is sketched in Fig. 1 . The resulting spectrum contains correlations between intraresidue ~SN and t HN resonances along c01 and (o3 respectively, while the i H" chemical shift of the preceding residue appears along (,o2. The sequence is essentially an extension of the HN(CO)CA sequence described by Bax and Ikura (1991) . The coherence pathway is described below in short notation with frequency labeling indicated in parentheses.
The formalism of Sorensen et al. (1983) is used to describe the time evolution of the system; the various points on the time axis are indicated by numbers placed in boxes in (Shaka et. al., 1985) of the I~N nuclei is applied during detection. The phase cycling scheme employed is as follows: A=8(x), 8(-x); B=2(x), 2(-x); C=4(x),4(-x); D=x,-x and the receiver (E)=x, 2( -x), x, -x, 2(x), 2( -x), 2(x), -x, x, 2( -x), x. The phases of B and D were incremented independently by 90 to obtain sign distinction in c01 and co2, respectively, using the TPPI method (Marion and Wiithrich, 1983 ).
for clarity. The sequence begins with an INEPT transfer (Morris and Freeman, 1979) yielding JSN coherence, in antiphase to the amide proton. The delay, a, is tuned to approximately I/(4JHN.N).
At time 1 we have:
The following period achieves frequency labeling of the 15N nucleus, refocusing of the N-H coupling and evolution of the tSN coherence in antiphase to the 13C' spins of the preceding residue.
Ideally, lSN should be decoupled from 13C during the tl period. Considering the small values of the 15NI3C coupling constants and the low resolution required in tl, this was not considered important and was therefore omitted. At point 2 in Fig. 1 the respective terms are:
The one bond coupling constants JN-HN and JNi-C'i-I are approximately 90 and 15 Hz, respectively (Bystrov, 1976 formed. In the experiment we used a value of 4 ms for the delay d. At point 3 the resulting coherence is described by:
Following point 3 (Fig. 1) , simultaneous pulses on 13C' arid 13C~ create 13C~ coherence that is in antiphase to the ~3C' nucleus. Disregarding the size of the transfer function we have at point 4:
The following delay, e, is tuned to approximately I/4JHQC% and a INEPT-type transfer from C ~ to H a is executed, leading to:
The coherence is now labeled with the frequency of the a-proton of the preceding (i-1) residue. It is important to note that, if sequential correlations to glycines are desired, a value of approximately I/8tJHc should be used for the delay e. The remainder of the sequence is a return to the H N coherence for detection. The final signal detected at point 6 is described by:
0" 6 = HN(coscoNt I)(COS~H~i_ I t2)(COSO)HNt 3) 
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(03 ( ppm ) (0.3 ( pprn ) Fig. 2 . Shown on the left is a (m 2, ma) cross plane from the HN(CA)HA spectrum of a uniformly 'SN and ~C labeled T4 lysozyme sample. A (to,, (o2) cross plane from the HN(COCA)HA spectrum recorded on the same sample is shown on the right. The T4 lysozyme sample was 4.5 mM in a 95% HeO, 5% "HzO. All spectra were recorded at 20 C on a Bruker AMX-600 spectrometer. Cross peaks are identified by sequence number (Mclntosh et. al., 1990) . The HN(CA)HA spectrum was acquired as described previously (Clubb el al. 1992 ). The HN(COCA)HA spectrum, was acquired with 16, 56 and 512 complex data points in h , t, and h, respectively. The delays used were: a=2.25 ms, b=2.7 ms, c=8 ms, d=4 ms and e = 3.5 ms. Water suppression was achieved with continuous wave presaturation for a duration of 710 ms. The carrier was positioned on the water resonance. Linear prediction was used to extend the h time domain to 30 complex points in both spectra (Olejniczak and Eaton, 1990) . Both data sets were zerofilled to a final size of 128 x 256 x 256 real points in m,, m: and t0~, respectively. A digital filter was used on the HN(COCA-tlLIA data to reduce the residual H:O signal in the acquisition dimension (12) (Marion et al., 1989) . The total acquisition time for the HN(COCA)HA spectrum was ca. 60 h. All data were processed on a Silicon Graphics 4D,'35 workstation using the program FELIX (Hare Inc.).
Both cross planes are taken at ml frequencies corresponding to 122. The H C' protons of Q62 and A63 are nearly degenerate at 3.9 and 3.91 ppm, respectively. Therefore, both sequential and intraresidue cross peaks arising from A63 in the HN(CA)HA spectrum will be overlapped. This problem is resolved in the HN(COCA)HA spectrum (right) which clearly indicates that the H ~ chemical shift of Q62 is at 3.9 ppm. The HN(COCA)HA and HN(CA)HA are extensions of the HN(CO)CA and HNCA experiments, respectively. Each pair of experiments provides sequential information in an analogous manner. The two sets of experiments differ in the nucleus employed for sequential linkage. The HNCA-HN(CO)CA pair uses the C" nucleus while the HN(CA)HA-HN(COCA)HA pair uses the H u nucleus. Since there will be cases of C ' overlap but not H ~ overlap, the HN(COCA)HA experiment in conjunction with the HN(CA)HA experiment should prove to be useful. The sets of experiments described in this communication are best performed in H20. They therefore avoid the need for transfer of the sample to a deuterated solvent, preventing potential sample loss during solvent exchange.
